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Preamble

Our actions are guided by integrity. This extends to dealing with our customers and 
suppliers, employers, shareholders and the public.

Both our strategic considerations and our day-today business must always be based on
high ethical and legal standards. 

The internal and external image of Griesson - de Beukelaer is substantially determined 
by the appearance, actions and behaviour of each employee. Inappropriate behaviour 
by even just one employee can inflict substantial damage upon the company. We all are 
obliged to pay attention to the public reputation of our company. 

Honesty, sincerity and fairness are attributes of our internal communication as well as 
our dealings with our partners and public. 

As our target is sustainable growth the company is not interested only in the results, but 
also in how these results are achieved. We never tolerate illegal or unfair practices or 
discriminating behavior to reach our goals.

Our Compliance Guidelines contain binding rules which apply to all of us equally. They 
oblige us to act accordingly, and to refrain from everything that contradicts these rules.

Griesson - de Beukelaer

Andreas Land (Shareholder and member of the Foundation Board)
Karl-Heinz Löhr (Chairman of the Joint Works Council)
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1. Essential requirements  

1.1 Law-abiding behaviour
For Griesson - de Beukelaer, compliance with the law and justice takes the highest 
priority. We all are obliged to observe the statutory provisions of the legal system within 
which we are acting. Breaches of the law must be avoided under all circumstances. The 
same applies to all the internal regulations that the company has set for itself.

In the event of a breach of the duties laid down in his employment contract, every em-
ployee must expect disciplinary consequences, irrespective of the sanctions provided 
for by law.

1.2 Mutual respect, honesty and integrity
We respect the personal dignity, private sphere and personal rights of every individual. 
We work with people of different nationalities, cultures, religions, skin colours and 
sexual identity. We do not tolerate any discrimination or any ostracism on the basis of 
sexual identity or other reasons, or any sexual or other harassment or abuse. We are 
open and honest, and stand by our responsibility. We are reliable partners and only 
make promises we can keep.

These principles apply both to our internal cooperation and to our behavior towards 
external persons.

As contact person for our staff, we have a works council, officers for antidiscrimination 
and a disability representation at each site.

2. Basic rules for the dealings  
 at Griesson - de Beukelaer   

2.1 Management, responsibility and supervision
Our superiors bear responsibility for the employees entrusted to them. They must ac-
quire the respect of these people by exemplary and personal behaviour, performance, 
openness and interpersonal skills. They set clear, ambitious but realistic objectives, 
manage responsibly and grant their employees as much responsibility and freedom as 
possible. For this, Griesson - de Beukelaer has developed management principles that 
must be observed by every employee in a leadership position.
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Employees with management responsibility must fulfil the associated duties of organi-
sation and supervision conscientiously. This also includes to actively communicate the 
Compliance Guidelines and to ensure that the rules are respected. They are personally 
responsible for ensuring that no breaches of the laws and internal guidelines take place 
within their respective area of responsibility. 

2.2 Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining
Griesson - de Beukelaer recognizes the right of their employees to join trade unions. 
There is a works council for all sites that represents the rights of the employees. This 
can be contacted confidentially by every employee.

2.3 Child labour and protection of minors
Griesson - de Beukelaer condemns child labour (under 15 years) and any exploitation 
of children and young persons. Our suppliers are obliged to make appropriate declarati-
ons. All regulations concerning the protection of young employees are respected. Young 
persons under 18 are not employed at night or in hazardous conditions.

2.4 Contracts, wages and working hours 
All work performed at Griesson - de Beukelaer is voluntary and is regulated by a labour 
contract. The costs of recruitment are borne by the employer. Every employee is free 
to leave Griesson - de Beukelaer with respect to the legal and / or contractual notice 
period.

Griesson - de Beukelaer is a member of the Association of the German Confectionery 
Industry and is thus bound by collective agreements. We ensure that our employees 
are not paid below the collectively agreed level. The minimum wage requirements are 
applied. Wages are paid on a monthly basis. Before entering employment and for each 
payment detailed and understandable information about the composition of their wages 
are provided to all employees.

Griesson - de Beukelaer does not make illegal or unauthorized deductions from wages, 
nor are deductions used as a disciplinary measure. Overtime is used and remunerated 
basing on applicable collective bargaining agreements and company agreements.

Working hours comply with the legal regulations (e.g. labor law, federal vacation law) 
and are defined in the employment contract. Overtime is applied voluntarily in accor-
dance with the company agreements. These are agreed with the works council for spe-
cial cases such as additional shifts.
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2.5 Safety at work 
Responsibility towards employees and colleagues offers the best possible prevention 
of accidents. This applies both to the technical planning of workstations, facilities and 
processes, and to safety management and personal behaviour in the everyday working 
environment. The working environment must meet the requirements of a health-orien-
ted layout. 

Every employee shares the responsibility for safety at work in his area. All the regulati-
ons on the protection of labour and safety at work must be strictly applied. Notifications 
by employees in respect of failings in safety at work must be investigated by the respec-
tive qualified personnel for safety at work.

2.6 Dealing with company property
We handle the facilities and equipment of Griesson - de Beukelaer considerately and 
with care.

Unless regulated otherwise at company level or in the individual contract of employ-
ment, the equipment and facilities in offices and places of work (e.g. telephone, photo-
copier, PC including software, machinery, tools) can only be used for business purposes. 
In no event must information inciting discrimination, the glorification of violence or 
other crimes, or which has sexually offensive content, be accessed or disseminated.

The use of private equipment for business purposes is generally not permitted (e.g. 
taking photographs with private camera / video equipment, use of a private notebook). 
Exceptions to this are regulated separately (e.g. the use of private cars for short trips).

3. Dealing with business partners 
    and third parties  

3.1 Free competition
Griesson - de Beukelaer is committed without restriction to competition by fair means, 
and in particular to strict adherence to antitrust law. Even the appearance of anticom-
petitive behaviour should be avoided. 

Every employee is obliged to comply with the rules of fair competition. The legal depart-
ment should be informed in the event of external malpractice. 

All collusion between companies that restricts competition must be strictly avoided. 
Even a mere exchange of information can be forbidden.
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Detailed information and rules for our employees on the subjects of: 
•  exchanging information or agreements with competitors
•  market information procedures and market statistics
•  behaviour when dealing with suppliers and customers
are listed in the “Guidelines on avoiding behaviours in contravention of antitrust legis-
lation” and in the special work instructions for procurement and sales, which must be 
signed by every employee with external contact.

3.2 Battle against corruption
3.2.1 General
Because of its power to totally destroy the economy and society, corruption cannot be 
condoned as an evil that inevitably has to be accepted. Corruption undermines citizens’ 
trust in the integrity and functionality of the economy, and in addition causes substan-
tial damage to both business and the economy. Corruption within the meaning of these 
guidelines is any misuse of an official function to achieve an advantage for oneself or 
for a third party.

Our aim is not only to consistently pursue any cases of corruption that occur, but also 
to take preventive measures to continuously counteract corruption.

Sensitivity to the dangers of corruption is necessary in all areas of work. Particular 
attention is required wherever information or decisions of particularly high material 
value are involved, for example if orders are placed, contracts signed or correct service 
provision monitored or checked.

When there is specific suspicion of corruption, in other words indications of corrupt 
behaviour not just based upon suppositions, the employee must immediately inform 
his superior. The superior should not be informed when suspicion exists against him 
himself. In this case, the next higher superior should be informed. Alternatively, the 
anticorruption officer or the ombudsman’s office can be informed.

3.2.2 Offering and granting benefits
Therefore, no employee is permitted to directly or indirectly offer or grant unjustified 
benefits to others in connection with business activity, either as a monetary payment or 
in the form of other benefits.

Employees who conclude agreements with advisers, brokers, agents or similar third 
parties must also ensure that they do not offer or grant unjustified benefits.
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Rules relating to sales promotion activities are stated in special guide sales promotion 
guidelines. Gratuities to business partners or their employees outside the measures 
described there are strictly forbidden.

Gifts of biscuits in the form of presentation bags on special occasions can be given to 
customers, business partners and guests as a small gesture or sample. Care should be 
taken to ensure that no habitual right is derived from this, and that the focus is always 
on the positive image of the company. More detailed information is contained in the 
special internal regulations “Issuing gifts of biscuits”.

Invitations can be issued to appropriate business meals.

3.2.3 Requesting and accepting benefits, gifts and other perks
No employee may use his official position to request, accept or procure benefits for 
himself or to have these promised to him. The acceptance of gifts and other perks is 
therefore strictly not permitted.

So-called untargeted advertising articles which are issued to customers in larger quan-
tities (e.g. keychains, ballpoint pens, calendars, notepads, chocolate) and are of low 
value can be accepted and remain in the department.

If gifts or perks cannot be declined in view of the business relationship, the employee’s 
superior must be informed of this. The management or factory manager shall decide 
on their use.

Invitations to appropriate business meals can be accepted.

3.3 Avoiding conflicts of interest
We take business decisions for the welfare of Griesson - de Beukelaer, which are free of 
irrelevant considerations. In order to exclude conflicts of interest in our actions from the 
outset, the following rules apply:

(i) Any personal or family interest that might exist in connection with the implementation  
 of the employee’s duties must be notified to the employee’s disciplinary superior. 
(ii) When there is competition for orders, suppliers must not be unfairly preferred or  
 hindered. 
(iii) Dealing with suppliers or other service providers who work for Griesson - de Beukelaer  
 and also work or are going to work privately for the supervising employee should be  
 avoided. 
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(iv) Any secondary employment by an employee requires express prior consent from the  
 personnel department of Griesson - de Beukelaer. A secondary employment for a 
 company that also has business relationships with Griesson - de Beukelaer is not  
 permitted. 
(v) If there is a perceivable risk for a conflict of interest, the employee concerned  
 informs his superior promptly.

4. Secrecy and data protection  

4.1 Protection of secrecy
The data and information entrusted to us has to be handled carefully and discreet. We 
know that the know-how and the business secrets of Griesson - de Beukelaer itselg as 
well as of companies dealing with Griesson - de Beukelaer are valuable and have to be 
protected. 

Therefore we respect our internal regulations for the protection of confidential informa-
tion and business secrets. We only disclose internal information to third parties to the 
extent necessary and allowed.

Confidentiality must be maintained in particular about internal matters of our company 
and our partners that have not been made public or that are not essential for the specific 
task in cooperation with business partners (e.g. suppliers, service providers, consultan-
cy companies). This includes, for example, details of the organisation of the company 
and its arrangements as well as business, manufacturing, research and development 
processes, and figures from internal reports. The obligation to maintain confidentiality 
also applies after the termination of the employment relationship.

The basis of every faithful and effective cooperation is a commitment to truthfulness. 
This applies equally to the relationship with shareholders, employees, customers, busi-
ness partners and all official bodies. All records and reports that are prepared internally 
or issued externally must be correct and truthful. In accordance with proper accounting 
principles, data gathering and other records must always be complete, correct, timely 
and system-compatible. 

4.2 Data privacy and data security
The protection of personal data and compliance with the data protection regulations ap-
plicable to Griesson - de Beukelaer is important to us. We therefore comply particularly 
with the European General Data Protection Regulation and the German Data Protection 
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Act and ensure that the applicable principles for the processing of personal data are 
observed at all times.

We take all necessary measures to protect the personal data we collect or process. 

Personal data may only be collected, processed or used insofar as this is necessary for 
specific, unambiguous and lawful purposes.
In addition to an internal data protection coordinator Griesson - de Beukelaer has appo-
inted an external company data protection officer, whose contact details can be found 
on the GdB website under “”Privacy Policy”.

5. Sustainability and social responsibility

5.1 Environment and technical safety
The protection of the environment and its resources are company objectives of the  
highest priority. The persons with responsibility for the environment / safety in the 
production and technology area ensure compliance with the laws and high standards. 
Everyone must collaborate on achieving an exemplary performance in these areas.

5.2 Quality Management
Griesson - de Beukelaer attaches great value to the quality of its products and services. 
As a food manufacturer we are subject to a special duty of care and are bound by these 
defined quality guidelines. These duties are recorded in our procedure and working 
instructions and are binding on all our employees. 

We undertake only to market foods that are safe and harmless to health. We pay particu-
lar attention to the use of unpolluted raw materials, careful baking processes and a high 
degree of hygiene throughout the production and supply process. At the same time, we 
do not use genetically modified raw materials. 

In addition, the standards of our “Food Safety, Consumer Protection and Sustainability 
Code” apply to the whole of the company as a voluntary commitment.

5.3 Social responsibility
We regard ourselves as a responsible major employer at our sites, and recognize the 
associated social and regional responsibility. This takes place by means of open comu-
nication and active commitment to the region. We are a component of public life in our 
regions and a constructive contact for society. 
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We expect our suppliers to act sustainably with respect for people, animals and the 
environment. We therefore demand compliance with the criteria of our Supplier Code 
of Conduct.

6. Reporting violations

6.1 Ombudsman’s office
Griesson - de Beukelaer has implemented an independent and external ombudsman in 
order to ensure the necessary objectivity and confidentiality for employees of Griesson - 
de Beukelaer, who want to report violations of these guidelines or laws. It is an offer to 
employees, business partners and other third parties to receive confidential information 
on misbehaviour of any kind, including corruption, competition violations, discrimina-
tion or other misconduct or criminal offenses in connection with Griesson - de Beukela-
er. This also applies to violations that affect food safety or the quality of our products.

Protection for the provider of the information against disadvantages such as reprisals 
is ensured. The lawyers’ duty of confidentiality, contractual obligation and the lawyer’ 
right to refuse to give evidence already contribute to this. The ombudsman only forwards 
information to Griesson - de Beukelaer that has been approved by the whistleblower. 
The identity of the informant will only be disclosed with the express consent of the 
whistleblower. 

The contact details for the ombudsman’s office and the link for  anonymous indications  
via the GdB whistleblower system can be found in the intranet or on the website of 
Griesson - de Beukelaer under “Compliance”. 

www.vertrauenssachen.de/griesson-debeukelaer
www.griesson-debeukelaer.de/compliance

6.2 Compliance-officer
In addition to the external ombudsman Griesson - de Beukelaer has appointed a compli-
ance officer as an internal contact person for employees, business partners and custo-
mers, who advises the management on compliance matters, monitors compliance with 
these guidelines and is the contact person for employees, business partners and other 
third parties in all compliance issues. 

The compliance officer performs these tasks independently of instructions. He has a di-
rect right to speak to the management. The compliance officer must keep silence about 
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the personal circumstances of employees that have become known to him, even after 
the end of his service at Griesson - de Beukelaer. This does not apply if there is justified 
suspicion of corruption. Files with personal data that arise with the officer’s work are 
treated like personnel files with regard to taken technical and organizational measures.

The contact details of the compliance officer can be found in the intranet or on the 
Griesson - de Beukelaer website under „Compliance“.

6.3 Further contacts for reporting violation
Every employee can point out circumstances that are indicative of infringements of the 
Compliance Guidelines or violations of food safety or product quality to their disciplina-
ry superior, the personnel director, the legal director, the quality manager or the Works 
Council.

Any employee can address concerns or complaints about discriminatory behaviour di-
rectly to the company‘s complaints office for general equal treatment in the personnel 
department.

Every incident will be thoroughly investigated and appropriate measures will be taken as 
appropriate. All indications and documents will be treated as confidential.
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